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A methodology is introduced with which to compare the military worth of warship 
capabilities. It is based on a simple salvo model for exploratory analysis of modern combat 
characteristics. The “fractional exchange ratio” is suggested as a robust way to compare 
equal-cost configurations of naval forces. because we cannot know in advance how and 
where the warships will fight. To aid in exposition, definitions of all terms are included 
in Appendix A. The methodology is illustrated with important conclusions from para- 
metric analysis, among which are 

1. Unstable circumstances arise as the combat power of the forces grows relative 
to their survivability. (Stable means the persistence of victory by the side 
with the greater combat potential.) 

2. Weak staying power is likely to be the root cause when instability is observed. 
3 .  Staying power is the ship design element least affected by the particulars of 

a battle, including poor tactics. 
4. Numerical superiority is the force attribute that is consistently most advan- 

tageous. For example, if A’s unit striking power, staying power, and defensive 
power are all twice that of B, nevertheless B will achieve parity of outcome 
ifit has twice as many units as A. 0 1995 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.* 

I. BALANCED WARSHIP DESIGN 

Staying power, the ability of a ship to absorb hits and continue fighting, is a major 
attribute of warships. Developing a warship design in which offensive power, defensive 
power, and staying power are in balance according to some criterion, though ultimately 
a matter of judgment, can be enhanced by some transparent analysis employing simple 
combat equations. For example, the ability of a ship to absorb hits and continue fighting 
is a major attribute of warships. Developing ways and means to enhance staying power 
is a matter of detailed engineering design. 

But the naval architect is faced with two dilemmas. First, if the history of combat at 
sea is any guide, when similar quantities of ordnance strike similar warships, the variance 
from the mean in the amount of damage is quite large (Humphrey [24, 251). Second, 
even if one could predict with a high degree of accuracy the damage caused by, say, hits 
from Exocet missiles on a DDG-51, the difficult question would still remain: What is 
the military worth of staying power to the DDG-51 relative to its other combat attributes? 
For both reasons, the warship designer who knows how to toughen a ship does not know 
whether doing so will pay off in battle and be worth the cost. 

Estimating the value of warship attributes, however, has always been of central im- 
portance to a navy. There was a time when the balance between warship firepower, 
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staying power, speed, and endurance was debated publicly, energetically, and with the 
knowledge that 

You cannot have everything. If you attempt it. you will lose everything . . . O n  a given tonnage 
. . . there cannot be the highest speed. arid the heaviest battery, arid the thickest armor, arid longest 
coal endurance (Mahan [28. p. 441). 

A country can. or will. pay only so much for its war fee t .  That amount of money means so much 
aggregate tonnage. How shall that tonnage be allotted? And especially. how shall the total tonnagc 
invested in armored ships be divided? Will you have a very few big ships. or more numerous 
medium ships? (Mahan [27. p. 371). 

The case for staying power in the form of armor was muted by the atomic bomb. We 
would have, we thought, one ship sunk with every hit; survivability would have to come 
from other means. As the threat of nuclear war wanes, corresponding interest in staying 
power has not been reborn. The U.S. Navy has enjoyed the luxury of contributing to 
decisions on land while being itself relatively free from attacks from the land. But the 
sanctuary of the sea seems less secure today, along with the prospect of taking hits while 
fighting close against the littorals. 

The problem now, as it was when Mahan wrote at the turn of the century, is to decide 
the proper mix of attributes in a modern warship. We see (in Appendix C) that the 
analysis then was framed by naval officers not merely as a single ship design question. 
but one of balance in a fighting formation, for there was a trade-off then, as there is 
now, between warship strength and number of ships. The methodology I propose is 
deceptively simple. It rests on the same premise that guided naval officers at the turn 
of the century: Engineering detail adds no insight until the major attributes are settled 
by examining their military worth in a force-on-force context. But the simple salvo model 
introduced in Section 111 does not look like the force-on-force models developed then 
because combat processes with dissiles are different from combat with guns. Nor does 
it look like other past and present force-on-force'models for much the same reason (see 
Appendix D). 

The purpose of this article is to offer a methodology to study modern surface combat 
in a form suitable to help compare the value of a modern surface warship's principal 
combat characteristics. We will emphasize staying power, which we think has been 
neglected. This neglect is expressed quantitatively in Hansen and Gray [17] and 
Hughes [23]. 

Although this article's central purpose is methodological. nevertheless there will be 
substantive conclusions. The conclusions are based on exercising the model with para- 
metric inputs. It is hoped that the reader will want to conduct his own exploratory 
analysis with real, specific warship design characteristics. 

11. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 

We start with these premises: 

0 The best measure of a warship's productivity. o r  military worth. is its quantity of accurately 

The best measure of naval force productivity is similar. I t  is the quantity of accurately delivcred 
delivered lethality. or ordnance. over the combat life of the warship. 

lethality over the combat life of a group of warships fighting in a concerted way. 
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Both measures of force effectiveness involve facts about the enemy that are inherently 
unknowable. A combat simulation. no matter how comprehensive and rich in detail. 
has little or no predictive power, because one does not know in advance what inputs to 
use. In such circumstances. some form of what has been called “exploratory modeling” 
(The R A N D  Corporation. e.g., Bankes [4]) is preferable. The modern way of analysis. 
including RAND’S, is to use computer power in rather complicated simulations. The ap- 
proach herein is the opposite. In the spirit of naval officer analysts like Chase [ 1 I]. Fiske 
[13], Bernotti [8]. and Baudry [6], we will aspire to the simplest mathematical 
model that captures the essential dynamics of force against force at sea. This approach 
is also in keeping with the highly utilitarian methods espoused by Morse and Kimball 
[30], pp. 9-10. 77-80. 110-1211, among others. For an introduction to the work of 
J.V. Chase and an explanation of why it was undiscovered for many years, see Appen- 
dix C .  

Because a return to simplicity runs counter to a trend toward more and more com- 
plicated simulations, we take space here to describe the important conclusions in Beall [7]. 
Beall shows that a simple naval combat model can be validated from historical battles, but 
onlj. lf‘onc knows and upplies inpz1t.y that were observed in the battles after the fact. Besides 
actions by the enemy and damage effects that are unpredictable, other critical values that 
influenced the outcomes were 

0 Hit probabilities of ordnance delivered (unexpectedly low in many cases). 
0 When and how many warships in the force opened fire and for how long (rarely all at the same 

time). 
0 The distribution of fire among targets (despite extensive thcorctical study and operational cm- 

phasis. maldistribution of fire plagued naval tacticians in the heat of combat throughout the crii 
ot the battlcship). 

0 Whether a force was surprised or otherwise placed at a tactical disadvantage by the enemy (the 
wcll-recognized tactical advantage of crossing the T was more often a consequence of accident 
than design). 

The purpose of Beall’s research was to assess the validity of two simple combat equations 
for continuous gunfire and torpedo salvos. His results show two contrasting things. both 
of which are nearly always true when applying naval combat models. 

On one hand, when the appropriate combat model describes only a small number of 
essential features in an engagement, it will be validated by historical engagements a 
posteriori, whenever the small number of inputs correspond to those in the battle: 
namely. the ships that actually fought, the correct open and cease fire times of fighting 
units, the correct targeting of warships, the actual hit probabilities and the expected- 
value damage of the ordnance. If one knows what happened, then one can reproduce 
the important features of the battle with a simple, but appropriate, model. 

On the other hand, it is evident that if one does not know what happened he cannot 
reproduce a battle, even though he uses a model of any complexity and level of detail 
whatsoever. A model’s dependable predictive power a priori is nil, because few of the 
vital inputs to the model can be known in advance. 

The analytical approach of this study rests on two pillars. First, we are free to use a 
simple but appropriate exploratory model of modern naval salvo warfare that is sufficient 
to examine and compare the combat value of warship attributes. By appropriate is meant 
that a mere handful of essential phenomena are modeled in a fashion similar to the 
combat dynamics. Second, we must find a utilitarian way to compare attributes even 
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though we cannot know in advance how and where the warships will fight or  the com- 
petence of the tacticians who will employ them in combat. 

111. THE SALVO MODEL OF MODERN MISSILE COMBAT 

The basic salvo equation herein was first developed in Hughes [20] to show the tactical 
consequences if a warship had the striking power to destroy one, or even more than 
one, similar warship with a single salvo. The mathematical structure was applied to the 
aircraft carrier duels in the Pacific campaign of World War 11. In 1942 an attack by one 
carrier airwing rather consistently resulted in one enemy carrier being put out of action. 
For a detailed discussion see Hughes “The Value of Warship Attributes” [22]. 

The possibility now exists that the striking power of a single unit armed with surface- 
to-surface antiship cruise missiles (ASCMs) may be strong enough to put several enemy 
units out of action, with profound tactical consequences. The salient result of this several- 
for-one assumption seems to be the creation of operational and mathematical instability. 
Hughes [20, Chap. 101 concludes that all classical concepts of force concentration are 
suspect when a several-for-one situation obtains. Victory through superior scouting is 
promoted in importance, and new tactics of dispersal and sequential engagement become 
attractive. But Chapter 10 also concludes that defensive power can reduce enemy striking 
power, in which case concentration for defense makes sense tactically. 

Our analytical objective is to write a simple mathematical model with which to make 
exploratory computations that describes the offensive power of ships armed with ASCMs 
and the defensive power of ships defending against ASCMs. The model is intended to 
be descriptive in the way that Lanchester equations were descriptive of continuous fire. 
Exploratory calculations indicate that results are very parameter dependent, that is, case 
specific. In fact, case-by-case results vary so widely as to strongly suggest that detailed 
simulation will be vacuous until a clearer pattern of both the analytical and operational 
behavior of the various attributes is grasped first. 

For example, when striking power (many well-aimed ASCMs) is strong relative to 
opposing defensive power (surface-to-air missiles, or SAMS, for instance), a first, un- 
answered salvo of ASCMs from an inferior force may be able to destroy a force that by 
all conventional measures, such as armament, displacement, and manning, is superior. 
This was not possible with guns because the combat power of a battleship was small 
relative to its staying power. It becomes possible when the combat power of a warship 
(its striking power minus the defensive power of the target) is large relative to its staying 
power. 

Model Assumptions 

Definitions of terms are found in Appendix A.  

1. 
2. 

The striking power of the attacker is the number of accurate (good) ASCMs launched. 
Good ASCM shots are spread equally over all targets. A uniform distribution is not necessarily 
the best distribution. If each target’s defense extracts an equal number of accurate shots, the 
whole strike may be defeated, whereas an uneven distribution concentrated against only some 
targets would put at least those targets out of action. It is easy to compute the correct distribution 
when everything is known and control of fire is perfect; but knowledge and control were never 
sufficient in the past when targets were in plain view, and it  is less likely that optimal distribution 
of fire will be achieved in the future. Thus, the assumption is as good as any for exploratory 
computations. 
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3. Counterfire from area and point defense systems of the targeted force eliminates. without 
leakers. all good shots until  the force’s defenses are saturated. after which all good shots will 
hit. Thus a subtractive process best describes the effect of counterfire. A simple model mod- 
ification that includes penetration and hits by a fraction of the attacker ASCMs (leakers) is 
possible and in some circumstances advisable. The modification is employed in Hughes 1231. 
A warship’s staying power is the number of standard sized or notional hits required to achieve 
a firepower kill. not to sink it. The choice is basic. because the amount of ordnance required 
to sink a ship is on the order of 2-4 times as much as i s  required to achieve a firepower kill. 
See Humphrey [24] and Hansen and Gray [17]. We take the iaciicd aim to be to put all 
enemy ships out of action so that none poses a threat. after which the helpless ships may be 
sunk without risk. Ships sunk is a measure of strategic success, in that a ship sunk cannot be 
repaired to become a threat later. 
Hits on a target force will diminish its whole fighting strength linearly and proportionate to 
the remaining hits the target force can take before it is completely out of action. 
Weapon range is sufficient on both sides. In other words. neither side has a weapon range and 
scouting advantage such that it can detect. track, and target the other while standing safely 
outside the range of the enemy’s weapons. 
Losses, AA and A B ,  are measured in warships put out of action. 
For a discussion of assumptions as to the linearity of aggregate unit striking power and defensive 
power. see Appendix B. 

4. 

5 .  

6 .  

7. 
8. 

The Model 

Force-on-force equations for combat work achieved by a single salvo at any time step 
are the basic salvo equations: 

CYA - b3B PB - a 4  A 3  = , AA = 
b ,  a, 

where 

A = number of units in force A. 

B = number of units in force B. 

a = number of well-aimed missiles fired by each A unit. 

P = number of well-aimed missiles fired by each B unit. 

a ,  = number of hits by B’s missiles needed to put one A out of action. 

b ,  = number of hits by A’s missiles needed to put one B out of action. 

u3 = number of well-aimed missiles destroyed by each A. 

b3 = number of well-aimed missiles destroyed by each B. 

AA = number of units in force A out of action from B’s salvo 

A B  = number of units in force B out of action from A’s salvo 

Comprehensive definitions and symbols are contained in Appendix A. 
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The Measure of Effectiveness 

To overcome the problem of the lack of a priori information about the employment 
in battle of a force, we offer as a suitable measure of comparative mission effectiveness 
what is sometimes called the fractional exchange ratio (FER). It compares the fraction 
of two equal-cost forces destroyed by the other under the supposition that they exchange 
salvos. Mathematically the ratio of fractional losses after A and B exchange salvos is: 

ABIB 
FER = - 

AA lA ' 

When the FER is greater than one, side A has reduced B by a greater fraction than B 
has reduced A and so A has won in the sense that it will have surviving units when B 
is eliminated. When the FER is less than one, side B has the advantage of the exchange. 

Combat Power 

We repeat Eq. (1): 

The combat power. P ,  or Ph, of a salvo is measured in hits that damage the target force. 
It is the numerator on the right of both equations: PA = a A  - b3B and PR = P B  -- 

a3A. Combat power achieves combat work measured in hits. When divided by the number 
of hits a target can take before it is out of action, work on the enemy is measured in 
ships out of action. 

Fighting Strengths 

Fighting strength is the term first used by F.W. Lanchester to describe the military 
worth of a force. For example, he said that under square-law conditions the fighting 
strength of A units each with individual hitting rates (Y is equal to aA2. If the fighting 
strength of side A is greater than that of side B, then A will have survivors when B is 
annihilated. 

The salvo equations show that necessarily, and paradoxically, a defender capability 
(defensive power) must be included. It may be deduced that the fighting strengths are 
such that 

If a l d 2  - a lAb3B > b#B2 - b l B a J I ,  then A wins a salvo exchange. 

If hl@B2 - b , B a d  > a , d 2  - a,Ab,B,  then B wins an exchange. (2) 

These equations hold when the first term on both sides of the inequality sign is larger 
than the second term. When the second term is larger than the first, the defense is too 
strong, no damage is done by the attacker, and zero (not a negative) loss results. 
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Model-Based Conclusions 

Inspection or trivial manipulation of Eqs. (1) and (2) leads to the following conclusions: 

I .  Missile combat is force-on-force. so that we need to examine the fraction of each force t h u t  
can bc put out of action by a salvo: 

2 .  Comparative fighting strengths of the two sides can be seen with a fractional exchange ratio 
(FEK) by dividing one equation in (3)  by the other: 

When FER > 1 then A will have forces remaining when B is out of action. and when FER < 
1 then B will have forces remaining. 
Excess offensive and defensive power in the form of overkill now have a significant effect o n  
results. The fractional exchange ratio must be used with caution when overkill exists. that is. 
when the combat power of either side results in more combat work than there are enemy units 
to accept i t .  or  when negative combat power results because the defense of either side is strong 
enough to eliminate more than the number of good shots in an enemy strike. See the example 
in the following Discussion section. 
From Eq. (4) it may be deduced that when each unit of A has twice the striking power. twice 
the del'ensive power and twice the staying power of each B. then B can still achieve parity 
(FEK = 1) if its force is twice as numerous as A. This advantage of numerical superiority 
relative to the other attributes seems to hold over many if not all situations. 
It is not truc. however, that other linear combinations of A's attributes will also achieve 
FER = I .  If one doubles the staying power of each A. for example. then one cannot expect 
to be able to reduce defensive power to half its former value and retain parity. A determination 
of the relationship between staying power. striking power. and defensive power is the subicct 
ofHughes [23]. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

Discussion 

Although further refinements to the salvo equations are possible and in some cases 
desirable. Eqs. (1)-(3) are the basic form for exploratory analysis. 

Here is an example that illustrates the properties of the salvo equations, including the 
phenomenon of overkill. Consider two forces. Typical of modern American combatants. 
A's unit striking and defensive power are great but staying power is weak. B's force i4 

more numerous but less capable, with its unit fighting value concentrated in its striking 
power. 

Number of units A = 2  B = 6  
Staying power a ,  = 2 b ,  = 1 
Defensive power a3 = 16 b3 = 1 
Striking power a = 24 p = 6  

With Eq. (4) first compute the FER: 

- 7. A B i B  
AAiA 

[24 X 2) - (1 X 6)](2 x 2) 
[(6 X 6) - (16 x 2)](1 x 6) 

168 
24 

FER = - = - 

Without regard for overkill, side A has an overwhelming advantage. 
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Let us now use Eq. (3) and compute the salvo effects in an exchange: 

= 1.0. 
A A  36 - 32 _ -  A’ 48 - 6 - 7.0, - - - 

B 6 A 4 

A value of 7 indicates that A’s combat power is sufficient to put all of B out of action 
seven times over with one salvo. B, though inferior, has enough combat power to put 
all of A out of action in spite of A’s strong defensive power. In an exchange A’s advantage 
in fighting strength is for naught. Of course, the weaker B is also out of action. What 
would it take for some of B to survive? B must amass a force seven times greater in 
overall combat potential; not until it has 42 ships would force B have any survivors. 

From A’s perspective we have demonstrated that despite great advantage in offensive 
and defensive power, its force cannot become involved in an exchange. The basic equa- 
tions do not provide for an advantage in scouting (the ability to detect, track, and target 
the enemy) so as to get off an unanswered salvo. We will introduce the scouting factor 
as an embellishment in Section V. In modern naval combat force A can only exploit its 
firepower advantage by teaming it with an advantage in scouting. 

From B’s perspective, an exchange of salvos takes out a force with far more fighting 
strength. Although this is good, B’s is a suicidal task, comparable to an old-fashioned 
torpedo attack by a division of destroyers against battleships, o r  World War I1 torpedo 
bombers attacking aircraft carriers. 

IV. INSTABILITY OF MODERN FORCES IN SALVO WARFARE 

The calculation also exhibits the property of instability when staying power is weak 
relative to combat power, that is to say, when the denominator of Eq. (1) is small 
compared to the numerator. If unit staying power, a ,  or b, ,  cannot easily and affordably 
be added, then force staying power can only be increased and stability restored by 
increasing the quantity of A or B with units that have affordable attributes. 

The unstable circumstance of very strong combat power on both sides relative to  their 
staying power argues under all circumstances in favor of delivering unanswered strikes. 
First effective attack is achieved by outscouting the enemy. Because scouting plays a 
crucial role, we will build it into the embellished model next. 

The apparent instability and chaotic behavior evidenced in the simple salvo model 
imply the limited value of studies using specific scenarios and ship characteristics in any 
detail until the general nature of warship attributes and their interrelationships in modern 
combat is better understood. Studies tend to concentrate on the numerator, specifically, 
increases in single unit striking power or single unit counterfire, without sufficient regard 
for the denominator, specifically, unit staying power and numbers of units. To avoid 
putting too much capability in a single package of combat value, studies should carefully 
consider the relative value of greater numbers and staying power vis-2-vis offensive and 
defensive firepower, and do so in a force-on-force context. 

V. SALVO EQUATION EMBELLISHMENT 

Terms for Scouting, Defensive Readiness, Soft Kill, and Skill or Training 

The basic salvo equations, (1) and (3), treat offense and defense as full up or zero. 
By the introduction of multipliers, a, and a,, on side A and symmetrically for B, values 
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of partial offensive and defensive effectiveness may be explored. Other terms such as 
aJ for seduction, soft kill, and evasion are also incorporated. These terms enrich the 
analytical potential and flexibility of the model. They also complicate and confuse our 
basic understanding of the interrelationships, for we increase the number of parametric 
attributes from 8 to as many as 14. 

Assumptions 

I .  Scouting effectiveness, o,, or an. takes values between 0 and 1 that measure the extent to 
which striking power is diminished due to less-than-perfect targeting and distribution of fire 
against the target forcc. 
Similarly. defender alertness. or readiness. 6,, or 6”. takes values between 0 and 1 that measure 
the extent to which counterfire is diminished due to less-than-perfect readiness or  fire control 
designation to destroy the missiles of an enemy attack. 
Seduction chaff causes otherwise accurate shots to miss after counterfire has failed. We assume 
that i t  draws off all such good enemy shots with the same probability, a, or b,. against each. 
The model also assumes that the probability does not change as the number of defenders 
employing i t  are reduced. Evasion. by low observability or avoidance of a weapon such as ii 
torpedo. is treated mathematically in the same way as seduction chaff. 
Distraction chaff draws off shots before counterfire, thereby reducing the number of accurate 
shots that must be destroyed by counterfire. It is given a fixed probability of distracting each 
enemy shot. Designated p,, or pn. it is a multiplier between 0 and 1 applied to PB and aA. 
respectively. 
A force will fail to reach its full combat potential in part due to inadequate training. organi- 
zation, or motivation. The degree to which a firing unit or target unit thereby fails to achieve 
its potential is a skillfulness. or training, multiplier. 7,, or 7”. that takes values between 0 and 
I and is applied where appropriate. Hatzopoulis [I81 is the first naval officer to think of this 
straightforward way to reflect human factors in naval force-on-force equations. 

2. 

3 .  

4. 

5 .  

Force-on-Force Equations 

Let a‘ = C T ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~  be the fighting power in hits of an attacking unit of side A modified 

Let P’ = ( T ~ T ~ ~ ~ P  be the fighting power in hits of an attacking unit of side B modified 

Let b; = S B ~ g b 3  be the hits denied to A by defender counterfire of B, degraded for 

Let a; = ~,T,u,  be the hits denied to B by defender counterfire of A, degraded for 

Then the embellished force-on-force equations, including seduction and evasion terms, 

for scouting and training deficiencies and the effect of defender B’s distraction chaff. 

for scouting and training deficiencies and the effect of defender A’s distraction chaff. 

defender alertness and training deficiencies. 

defender alertness and training deficiencies. 

are 

Model-Based Conclusions 

1. Both striking power, a’ or p’. and defensive power, a; or h;.  depend on good scouting. 
Concentration of forces (the number of participating units, A or B )  depends on effective 
leadership and tactics. But force staying power ( a l A )  is in the main a design attribute that is 
independent of the degree of success in scouting and tactical concentration. 
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2. For exploratory analysis. the whole of  scouting’s effect on  a comhat outcome can be reduced 
to four multipliers. u , ~ ,  un. 6.,. and &. that take values between 0 and 1 to diminish each 
side’s striking power and counterfire. 
Similarly. the effects of any and all training deficiencies are not difficult to  incorporate. This 
seems useful t o  know, however constrained we are in quantifying T for ourselves and the 
enemy. 

3. 

Discussion 

As to explicit representations of own and enemy scouting, they are very difficult to 
express quantitatively in the absence of combat specifics. The mathematics of scouting 
effectiveness is well developed and robust; the principal failure is in marrying the scouting 
and shooting process into a single system of evaluation. In sharp contrast, the mathe- 
matics-indeed, the entire art-of diminishing enemy scouting capability is weak and 
undeveloped. 

Nevertheless the equations tell us how and where to introduce scouting’s effect. I t  
seems particularly important to include it as a factor that degrades defensive power. 
Many things, including too-strict EMCON, enemy deception and stealth, and confusion 
over whether all enemy units have been detected and targeted, can cause a surprise 
attack, which in salvo warfare is likely to be fatal. We do not know in most exploratory 
analyses what numbers to assign to (+ and 6. The vital point, which is that success in 
modern salvo warfare centers on superior scouting, has already been made. It is also 
worth reaffirming that the best way to soften the consequences of scouting weakness is 
to increase the value of the salvo equations’ denominator with either greater numbers 
of units or greater staying power per unit, or both. 

Deficiencies in combat skill-what we have called training-are also placed in combat 
context with the salvo equation. There is a continuing undercurrent of emotional appeals 
for the enhancement of organizational, doctrinal, motivational, and other human factors 
without specifying where and how the factors affect combat results. The placement of 
7 in the equations is apparently the necessary and sufficient way to do this. It is not 
difficult in the framework of the salvo equation to compare the value of money spent 
on people versus the value of money spent on their machines. Most importantly, the 
equations declare that there is no such thing as a training bonus or synergism. Our studies 
almost always assume the skillful employment of sensors and weapons when we measure 
their designed combat potential or estimate their combat power. When human operators 
enter combat, they seldom achieve the full potential of their machines. The most we 
can hope for is that they come close to doing so. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Terminology. For clear communication, unambiguous definitions of naval combat 
terms should be agreed upon within the U.S. Navy and adopted. In particular, combat 
power and survivability take on a variety of meanings. Definitions are set forth in Ap- 
pendix A. 

The key attributes that bear heavily on success in modern surface 
and air-surface naval combat are 

2. Own Attribures. 

0 Striking power 
0 Staying power 
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0 Countertire (defensive firepower) 
0 Scouting (detection and targeting) effectiveness 

Soft-kill counteractions 
0 Defensive readiness 

Training, organization. doctrine. and motivation (resulting in skill and referred to collectivcly 
herein as "training"). 

No attribute may be neglected in warship design, peacetime drills, or combat oper- 
ations. While this conclusion is derived from an examination of the phenomenon of 
modern missile combat rather than from manipulation of the salvo equations, relation- 
ships between attributes may be grasped from the equations, permitting the study of 
any element's contribution alone or in combination. 

It is a fact of combat that the attributes of the 
enemy in battle are coequal determinants of its outcome. That the enemy's numbers 
and quality are a vital ingredient in ship design that cannot be known during warship 
configuration has. to say the least, complicated the design problem. The fractional ex- 
change ratio (FER) is advanced as a robust way to compare warship attributes in thc 
absence of knowledge about the circumstances in which a warship will fight. including 
the attributes of the enemy. 

Command and control do  not appear in the equation because they affect many 
of the terms on both sides: 

3 .  Enemy Attributes und the FER. 

4. C'. 

0 Scouting effectiveness 
0 Striking power gcncrated 
0 Counteractions gcneratcd against enemy striking power 

State 0 1  trainins 
0 Even number5 of engaged units. A or B ,  are affected. hccause i t  is a primary command rc- 

sponsihility t o  bring iill lorces to bear in a battle while a t  the wine time inhihiting the enemy's 
ability to do s o .  

5.  S t q i n g  Power Rohustncw. Ship staying power is uniquely the ship design element 
lrrist affected by the particulars of a battle, including poor tactics. Staying power's in- 
herent robustness suggests that it should be treated with great respect; and specifically 
with greater respect in  U.S. Navy ship designs, which have little staying power relative 
t o  other attributes such as striking power and defensive hard- and soft-kill power. 

The attribute that is the most consistently advantageous 
in force-on-force engagements is the number of combat units. For example, if A's uni t  
striking power, staying power, and defensive power are all twice that of each B. then 
force B is still able to achieve parity of outcome if it has twice as many units as A .  The 
special combat advantage of numbers seems to apply under a very wide set of circum- 
stances. 

Because increasing the number of warships is costly. a s  
there are usually economies of scale from building capability into fewer, larger ships. 
and further because there is such a thing as minimum feasible size, for example. of 
aircraft carriers and AEGIS-type combatants, an abstract preference for quantity ma) 
be impractical. But three things suggested by the combat model are so important t h a t  
they ought to be further tested: 

6. Adviriiruge qf Numbers. 

7.  Qirunriry atid Qudiry. 

When sm;ill warships arc capahle of delivering large wlvos.  unstable. hazardous conditions arc 
much more likely t o  occur than was cvcr thc caw in thc hi: gun crii or even the era whtn ciirrici. 
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aircraft attacked with bombs and torpedoes. This leads to  new and different preferences for the 
various attributes, some of which are  pointed out  in these conclusions. The  goal of balance in 
warship design takes on added significance in the missile area. 

0 Fleets weak in staying power relative to their combat power are in an unstable condition. They 
are subject to destruction and defeat at the same time their ordnance is delivered. Such fleets 
must operate in a highly risk-averse mode, as if tactically paranoid. Conclusion 8 specifies unstable 
conditions. 

0 Although it has always been tactically desirable to attack without corresponding return fire, now 
even a superior force musf. in unstable circumstances, attack decisively first to win without severe 
losses. The salvo equations show why this is so and quantitatively the consequences of failure 
to prevent an attack by a weaker opponent. Also see conclusion 9. 

8. Tactical lnstability. As the combat power of either force grows relative to the 
staying power of that force, the risk of unstable circumstances grows with it. The condition 
of instability is characterized by opportunities for the inferior side to win or do propor- 
tionately more severe damage to the superior side in an exchange, or to defeat it with 
a surprise attack. 

The potential value of missiles that outrange the enemy 
will receive even greater weight when the consequences of tactical instability are fully 
understood. But the potential of longer-range weapons cannot be realized without good 
scouting to detect and track the enemy. Whether or not one side has a range advantage, 
success in delivering a decisive missile salvo depends more than anything else on its 
superior scouting. Success in forestalling the enemy’s strike depends on interfering with 
his scouting, and the C2 which marries together his sensors and weapons. 

Maximum fighting strength (i.e., hits achieved during a 
combat lifetime) is the proper warship design goal. Experimentation with all parameters 
except numbers of forces shows no consistent preference in favor of striking power, 
counterfire, or staying power to achieve the goal. Preference seems to depend on varying 
relationships between the values on both sides that are particular to each sea battle. The 
instability that is seen under many circumstances implies a limited value of studies that 
use specific scenarios and detailed ship characteristics, until the general nature of warship 
attributes and their interrelationships is better understood. Procurement and design 
studies tend to concentrate only on fleet combat power, or even more narrowly on single- 
unit striking power and single-unit counterfire, without sufficient regard for other attri- 
butes. In particular, this study indicates the need for attention to whole-force staying 
power, which is the product of unit staying power multiplied by the number of units 
engaged. To achieve balance and avoid building an unsustainable amount of offensive 
and defensive firepower into individual warships, detailed studies must be done in a 
force-on-force context in which the relative worth of offensive and defensive power is 
compared with the worth of greater numbers and staying power. 

9. Scouting’s Importance. 

10. Warship Design Goal. 

11. About Staying Power. 

(a) The salvo equations d o  not embrace undersea warfare. It is important to realize that design 
features suggested by the salvo equations will understate the value of staying power. which 
when present contributes uniquely to survival against torpedoes and mines as  well as shells 
and missiles. 
In littoral operations the effectiveness of defensive systems, a3 and a,. will be curtailed because 
of short response time, in which case survival and the ability to fulfill a mission will depend 
more heavily on staying power. 

(b) 
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS 

Definitions UNDERLINED are followed by mathematical symbols that appear in the 
models of combat processes represented in the study. 

COMBAT UNIT 

I .  A ship or aircraft capable of delivering firepower. 
2. An actual or notional warship/aircrdft type comprising a homogeneous force. 
3.  A standard or benchmark unit in a heterogeneous force. 

COMBAT FORCE 
A group of COMBAT UNITS that operate and fight in concert. 

FORCE STRENGTH A ,  B 

1. 

2. 

SHOT 

I .  
2. 

3 

HIT 

The number of UNITS in a homogeneous COMBAT FORCE on sides A or B. designated A 
or R .  respectively. 
'The total value of a heterogeneous FORCE is a weighted sum of the individual UNIT values 
measured against a standard unit. for example, an FFG-7. The FORCE STRENGTH is A or 
B measured in standard unit values. 

A single unit of ordnance. for example, shell. torpedo. missile. 
A notional unit of ordnance in a homogeneous force. for example. an HC-type &in. shell. ;I 

Mark XI1 21-in. torpedo. or a Harpoon missile. 
A standard or benchmark unit of ordnance in a heterogcneous force. 

Verb: To deliver an accurate SHOT to a UNIT. 
Noun: 1. A SHOT that inflicts damage proportionate to 1 / a ,  or l i b ,  of a target UNIT'S 

STAYING POWER. 2. The fundamental unit  of measurement of FIREPOWER, 
FlGHTING POWER, STRIKING POWER, and COMBAT POWER. 

SEEN TARGET 
An enemy COMBAT UNIT that is detected, tracked, and targetable. By targetable 

is meant a UNIT at which a SHOT may be fired with a utilitarian ACCURACY OF 
FIRE. 

ACCURATE SHOT. OR GOOD SHOT 
A SHOT that is so well aimed that it will HIT a SEEN TARGET, absent actions by 

the target to avoid it. ACCURATE, or GOOD, SHOT must in some cases be defined 
with respect to specific aspect and motion of the target. 

ACCURACY OF FIRE ~ T A .  i ~ g  

The probability that a SHOT fired against a target will be an ACCURATE SHOT 
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COMBAT KILL, O R  MISSION KILL 
Verb: To put out of action (OOA); to render impotent for the duration of an en- 

gagement. 
Noun: The state of a COMBAT UNIT that is out of action and rendered harmless, 

not necessarily sunk, but with no COMBAT POWER remaining. (COMBAT POWER 
is defined in the following.) 

OFFENSIVE POWER 

or COMBAT POWER as appropriate to the circumstances. 
A casual expression of FIREPOWER, FIGHTING POWER, STRIKING POWER, 

OVERKILL 
A casual word for the excess or surplus of OFFENSIVE POWER in hits on targets 

that exceed the number necessary for COMBAT KILL. OVERKILL is a valuable, but 
not always desirable, margin to cover errors, miscalculations or chance. It is also a 
measure of damage beyond COMBAT KILL toward a sinking. 

FIREPOWER Unit: a?, bz. Force: alA, b2B 

1. O f a  COMBAT UNIT. the rate at which SHOTS are tired by the UNIT. whether ACCURATE 
or not. 
(a) 
(b) 

Of a FORCE. the rate at which SHOTS iirc fircd by all UNITS. 
(a) 
(b) 

Per unit o f  time for a stream of SHOTS. called continuous lire. 
Per salvo for a pulse or bundle of SHOTS tightly spaced in  time relative to  the interval 
between pulses: called salvo tire. 

Per unit time for continuous fire. 
Per tightly spaced pulse for salvo fire. 

2. 

Firepower is frequently but unwisely used as a basis for comparison with other attributes. 

FIGHTING, O R  STRIKING, POWER Unit, a,  p. Force: aA,  PB 

1. Of a COMBAT UNIT. the number of ACCURATE SHOTS tired b y  i t .  
( a )  Per period of time for continuous fire. 
(b)  Per tightly spaced pulse for salvo lire. 
Of a FORCE. the number of ACCURATE SHOTS fired by all UNITS.  
(a )  Per period of time for continuous tire. 
(b) Per tightly spaced pulse for salvo tire. 

2. 

FIGHTING POWER is FIREPOWER diminished for ACCURACY O F  FIRE. Also 
called STRIKING POWER for carrier air or missile strike. 

STAYING POWER Unit: a , ,  b , .  Force: a,A,  b,B 
The number of HITS that can be absorbed by a UNIT or FORCE before COMBAT 

POWER (equivalently, FIREPOWER and FIGHTING POWER) is reduced to zero 
for the remainder of the engagement. It is the converse of vulnerability. 

FIGHTING STRENGTH 
A composite value of FIREPOWER and SURVIVABILITY (defined below) that 

suitably represents deliverable firepower over the combat life of a UNIT or FORCE. 
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For example. F.W. Lanchester showed that for continuous fire under square-law con- 
ditions. what he called FIGHTING STRENGTH of a FORCE could be represented by 
aA'or PB!: and for linear law conditions by aA or j3B. It will be seen that the FIGHTING 
STRENGTH of a naval FORCE using continuous fire with FIGHTING POWER a or 
p and STAYING POWER a ,  or b ,  can be represented by a,aA' or h,PB?. 

The object of this study is to seek suitable measures of UNIT and FORCE FIGHTlNG 
STRENGTH for salvo fire so that various attributes of warships can be compared. 

SCOUTING EFFECTIVENESS u,,%, U B  
The degradation of FIGHTING POWER, measured in hits per salvo, lost due to 

imperfect detection or tracking of enemy targets. SCOUTING EFFECTIVENESS is a 
number between 0 and 1 that is the difference between the number of ACCURATE 
SHOTS delivered with optimal knowledge of enemy composition and location and the 
number of ACCURATE SHOTS delivered with the existing information. 

SUSCEPTIBILITY 
The degree to which a target is impotent to take action against ACCURATE SHOTS 

b y  the enemy. Total susceptibility results when the target can take no effective actions 
of maneuver, deception, or hard- or soft-kill defense, so that the number of HITS equal 
the number of ACCURATE SHOTS. 

VULNERABILITY 

enemy HITS. The converse of VULNERABILITY is STAYING POWER. 
The ease with which a target may be FIREPOWER KILLED (put out of action) by 

KILLABILITY 
A composite of SUSCEPTIBILITY and VULNERABILITY. 

S U RV 1 VA B ILlTY 
The mathematical complement of KILLABILITY. A measure of all defensive actions. 

including design actions, that reduce SUSCEPTIBILITY and VULNERABILITY, that 
is. that reduce damage and its effects. 

COUNTERACTION or DEFENSIVE POWER 
A composite of all defensive actions to reduce SUSCEPTIBILITY to HITS by the 

enemy. COUNTERACTIONS comprise COUNTERFIRE, SEDUCTION. EVASION. 
and DISTRACTION. 

COUNTERFIRE or HARDKILL COUNTERACTION 

the number of enemy SHOTS destroyed before they HIT. 

Unit: a?, b,. Force: a i A ,  b7R 
Weapon fire by a target to destroy enemy SHOTS. COUNTERFIRE is measured by 

SOFT-KILL COUNTERACTIONS 
SEDUCTION Force: a,, h4. The process of causing ACCURATE SHOTS to miss 

when COUNTERFIRE has failed, for example, by seduction chaff. SEDUCTION is 
treated as equally effective against all GOOD SHOTS in a salvo. It is a multiplier applied 
to COMBAT POWER (defined below) taking values between 0 and 1. The value of u ,  
or h, may or may not be proportional to the number of surviving targets exercising this 
mode of soft-kill defense. as appropriate. 
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EVASION Force: u4, b4. A process of maneuver to cause GOOD SHOTS to miss. 
Also design qualities of low observability that cause GOOD SHOTS to miss. EVASION 
is treated as equally effective against all GOOD SHOTS in a salvo of, notably, nonhoming 
torpedoes. Mathematically it affects results in the same way as SEDUCTION, and so 
the same symbol is applied over the same range of values. 

DISTRACTION Force: pA,  p B .  A process of causing enemy SHOTS to miss 
before COUNTERFIRE has its effect. DISTRACTION is treated as equally effective 
against all SHOTS (GOOD or not) in a salvo. It is a multiplier applied to vA or us. 
The value of p may or may not be proportional to the number of surviving targets 
exercising this mode of soft-kill defense, as appropriate. 

COMBAT POWER 
The STRIKING POWER of a FORCE minus the total hits eliminated by COUN- 

TERACTIONS of the target FORCE. COMBAT POWER cannot be defined or mea- 
sured except against a specific enemy FORCE and the COUNTERACTIONS it takes 
to diminish the STRIKING POWER against it. 

Note: The full effect of COMBAT POWER includes the suppression and demorali- 
zation of the enemy, but these are treated as of secondary importance in naval combat. 
For a discussion of the major effects in ground combat, see Hughes [2 I]. 

PA = aA - b3B, PB = PB - a3A in hits/salvo 

DEFENDER ALERTNESS 6 A ,  6, 
The extent to which a target UNIT fails to take defensive actions up to its designed 

combat potential, due to unreadiness or inattention caused by faulty EMCON or con- 
dition of readiness. It is normally a multiplier of u3 or b3 with values between 0 and 1. 

SKILL, OR TRAINING, EFFECTIVENESS TA, T B  
The degree to which a firing or target UNIT does not reach its designed combat 

potential, due to inadequate training, organization, or motivation. 

COMMAND AND CONTROL 
Command and control is a function of command, a process that governs FORCES in 

a battle, and a system of people and material that perform the function by carrying ou t  
the process. It is the command-control (CC) process that is of interest in this study. 
Because CC governs very nearly all combat actions, its effect must be treated as a modifier 
of any value in the COMBAT POWER equation. If not readily apparent, it is easily 
shown that A’s CC can diminish his number of participating UNITS, A ;  his UNIT 
STRIKING POWER, u2; his UNIT COUNTERFIRE, u3; or his SOFT-KILL COUN- 
TERACTIONS, pa or a4; because STAYING POWER, a,, is to a large extent inherent 
in ship design, a CC deficiency probably has least effect on a l .  Because the definitions 
are structured to represent performance with ideal CC, CC is always a factor deflator, 
never a force multiplier. 

COMBAT WORK A B  = PA/bl, A A  = P , / u , ,  in ships out of action/salvo 
The number of UNITS put out of action by a salvo or a period of continuous fire. 

WORK may also be the accumulated UNITSput out of action after a series of salvo 
exchanges. 
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COMBAT RESULT B[ T ]  = E(O] - A E ,  A( T ]  = A[O] - AA 
The conditions existing on both sides at a time T after the battle commenced (time 

0). The COMBAT RESULT at time T is the FORCE STRENGTH remaining after 
subtracting enemy WORK done by that time. 

COMBAT OUTCOME 
A single-valued measure of the final conditions, or states. of both FORCES when the 

battle is over. An exchange ratio. ABiAA,  is a common measure of OUTCOME,  but 
in this study the FRACTIONAL EXCHANGE RATIO, defined below, is the preferred 
MOE for comparing the value of warship attributes. 

FRACTIONAL EXCHANGE RATIO FER = ( A B / B ) / ( M / A )  
COMBAT OUTCOME is measured as the ratio of the fraction of each force remaining 

at the end of the battle. 
When the FER is greater than 1. then side A is winning; when the FER is less than 

1. then B is winning, in that the winning side will have FORCES with COMBAT POWER 
remaining when the enemy is impotent. There are pathological exceptions in which both 
sides‘ COMBAT POWER is zero, suggesting a draw. but if one side suffers more overkill 
(computationally negative FORCES remaining) than the other, then the implication is 
that i t  has suffered more personnel casualties, greater damage beyond the point of 
COMBAT KILL. and more ships sunk or sinking. 

APPENDIX B. THE AGGREGATION OF TERMS 

A thoughtful reader of the assumptions that accompany the salvo model will appreciate 
their effects on computation, among which are 

0 The  linear degradation of unit capabilities after hits. 
0 The uniform spread of hits from a salvo over all targets. 
0 The presumption that force striking powcr is the product o iun i t  striking power times the numhcr 

of units, and defensive firepower is simil;irly multiplicative. 

The salvo equation expresses a dynamic process in a specific, rigid mathematical 
construction. One way. perhaps the only way, to escape its strictures and assumptions 
is to aggregate terms in an even more abstract and primitive formulation. The value of 
the aggregate terms can be whatever is experimentally true. or best fits the data. For 
instance, if we observe that the number of hits, 4 2 1 ,  achieved by salvos from two identical 
warships is only 1.7 of the value of a for one ship, then the striking power of the two 
is not aA = LY x 2 but a nonlinear aggregate value, 4 2 1  = 1.7 x 411. If one has 
experimental evidence for a ( A ] ,  A = 1, 2, 3 . . . , then he or she can and should use 
it in the manner now described. 

The theoretical structure that follows is adapted from Cares [lo]. It is expressed as 
three “laws of salvo warfare.” When the laws describe the process, the general form 
applies. If and when the particular conditions of linearity also hold (and in general they 
would not for real combat) then the model forms above would produce true results. If 
one wishes to deny the assumptions of additivity, then he should retreat into the still 
more basic form appearing below, using the laws of salvo warfare as guide. He will have 
to have numerical values for the synthesized terms that the laws imply. Finally. if any 
of the three laws themselves appear not to hold and must be repudiated, then even this 
most primitive form is in default. 
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The First L a w  of Salvo Warfare: Salvos are interactions of pulses of combat power 
with their targets and therefore are event-stepped phenomena (not continuous processes) 
of attrition, in which damage is proportional to the ratio of combat power to staying 
power. Therefore we say the effect of a salvo by A against B is: 

Losses to A = [Combat power of B] / [Staying power of A]. 

The Second L a w  of Salvo Warfare: Combat power is the attacker’s pulse of lethal 
energy minus the defender’s actions to attenuate the energy. Therefore we say: 

[Combat power of B] = [Striking power of B] 
- [Defensive power (or Counteractions) of A] 

The Third Law of Salvo Warfare: Combat power may be measured in units of hits, 
staying power in units of hits per ship, and combat potential and damage in units of 
ships. 

Therefore, when the law holds, we need not be concerned with maneuver or advan- 
tageous tactical position, or with the effects a salvo might have to demoralize or suppress 
the enemy’s actions. Contrariwise. when the Third Law does not hold. the model is 
defective. As an example, at the climax of the Battle of Jutland, Admiral Scheer, the 
German tactical commander, in desperation ordered a torpedo attack by his Third 
Torpedo-boat Flotilla on the British battle line. The salvo of torpedoes achieved no hits 
and damage “in units of [battielships” was zero. But the combat power visible in the 
wakes of the torpedoes caused the British commander to turn his battle line away, letting 
the German battleships escape their awkward posture. The torpedo salvo’s effect on 
Jutland’s outcome by briefly suppressing British firepower was very great, even decisive 
in the view of some historians. When a combat outcome hinges on effects of fighting 
power other than hits and losses (as it  often does in a land battle), then the Third Law 
is broken and the model is deficient. 

A form of the salvo model with aggregated terms may be written that is consistent 
with the three Laws. Beall [7] and Cares [ lo]  conclude from their research that the 
following representation of Eq. ( 3 )  is the most generally satisfying: 

g - - v 4 4 1  - bdB1 
B bdB1 

The bold symbols represent whole Force scouting power, striking power, counteractions, 
and staying power for the number of units, [ A ]  or [ B ] ,  attacking or defending. This 
“four-element model” (Cares’s expression [ 10, p. 251) is in force-on-force analysis really 
an eight-element model. Eight elements with the flexibility to aggregate attributes in 
nonlinear fashion, are superior for a posteriori corroboration against the experimental 
battle results. 

However, for exploratory analysis to study individual ship design variants, in the 
absence of battle data one has little choice but to begin with the assumptions that 
accompany each of the combat model forms. 

APPENDIX C: J.V. CHASE’S EQUATION OF CONTINUOUS FIRE 

Developed by Lieutenant (later Rear Admiral) J.V. Chase in 1902 and presented to 
Cdr. W. McCartey Little for calculating battle outcomes in Naval War College war games, 
this article was classified Confidential and not declassified until 1972. See Fiske [ 13, 141. 
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The equations solved by Chase have been modified here so that the terminology and 
symbology conform with this work. His original derivation appears in toto in Appendix 
C to Fiske [ 141. 

Assumptions 

I .  
2. 

3 .  

4. 

Fighting power is delivered in a continuous stream of shell tire. 
All ships o n  the same side. A or B. have identical unit fighting power. a or  /3. and staying 
power. r r ,  or h , .  
The value of unit  fighting power is constant: that is. it does not change because of ii  change 
in target range. target aspect. spotting effectiveness. or demoralization. 
Square-law conditions apply Every engaged ship is able to fire at every engaged enemy \hip. 
and 21s won 21s a ship is out of action the fact is known and fire is shifted to a ship with lighting 
power remaining. 

Force-oil-force differential equations for the instantaneous rate at which units are being 
put out of action at any time t :  Combat Work done by the enemy. 

Srute eqitatioti for resrrlts at utzv time, T:  

Figh tirq strengths : 

If cua,A' > P6,B'. A will win a battle of annihilation. 

If PblB2 > aalA'.  B will win. 

Model-Based Conclusions 

1. From Eq. ( X )  it is seen that if  there arc twice ;IS many units on one side a s  on the other. thcn 
for parity each un i t  of the force with thc smaller nurnher of units must be twice :is atrong i n  
fighting power and twice as strong in stayinp power a s  the numerically larger force. 
From Eq. (7) it is sccn that equal increases in  tightin? power and staving power contrihutc 
cqually to the fighting strength of a warship. 

2.  

Discussion 

With Eq. (6) we compute combat work done, that is, losses to each side. Lanchester 
computed combat results. that is, the forces remaining. Consistent with the salvo equa- 
tions in this article I have retained Chase's formulation of the pair of force-on-force 
equations. As they have no minus sign in front of the right hand terms, they show not  
results but work achieved. I have written the state equation solution in Lanchester 
fashion. which is the result at any time T ,  rather than work at time T.  

The Chase formulation computes losses measured in ships and can be used to explore 
the value of staying power. as he wished to do. The Lanchester form can only evaluatc 
the aggregate of total forces remaining. 
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The following retrospective written by Chase in 1921 about his purpose in 1902 seems 
as apt today as then. 

Some years ago when I was a member of the War College Staff, there was considerable discussion 
among the members of the staff as to the value of concentration of fire. Most of the statements 
pro and con were couched in vague general terms . . . “glittering generalities.” [ I ]  sought some 
more tangible expression of the advantages to  be derived from concentration . . . the term ”unit 
of destruction” is a quantity that does not admit of exact definition but it is readily seen that i t  
serves as a measure of both the offensive and defensive qualities of a ship. By “unit of destruction 
delivered” by a ship i s  not meant the units leaving the muzzles of the battery of that ship but “unit 
delivered” . . . in this way the relative marksmanship of the contending forces may be taken into 
account. 

For example. let there be eight ships originally on  each side and let one ship on one side be 
masked so the rn = 8 and n = 7. Then the eight ships will destroy the seven ships and will have 
the cquivalent of fi (nearly four) intact ships with which to engage the remainin’ one intact 

words by blanking one ship [temporarily] . . . the eight ships have destroyed an exactly equal force 
and have remaining the equivalent of 3.74 ships. . . 

. . . i f  there be twice as many units on one side as there are on the other, each unit of thc force 
having the smaller number of units must be twice as strong olfer’rrlsivrly und twice as strong deferi.vive!\, 
as one of the hostile units. This has a bearing upon the question of large or small ships. 

Inasmuch as the displacement of a ship rcpresents the total weights of the materials composing 
the ship and borne by her. the various materials could be segregated and transformed into separate 
masses of such material. 

Having certain definite quantities o f  the various materials the question of ship de. 
the simplest form: “Shall we construct from these materials orif ship or IWO ship 
decide to build oiie ship instead of two. this single ship must be twice a s  strong o 
rwicc, as strong dqfeiisive/v NS m e  of the two ships. 

halt the displacement it is. at least. debatable if she can bc made twice 21s strong defensively. The 
chances of hitting her certainly are much greater and she ccrtainly is not twice a s  strong defensively 
against underwater attack. 

it will bc seen that after destroying this one intact ship there will remain ,.L- 14. In other 

It seems to  me that while it may be possible to  make a ship carry twice as many gun 

Chase also noted at the time of his 1902 derivation that the equations applied only to 
gunfire, and was shrewd enough to observe “that sudden destruction arising from any 
cause whatsoever will [upset the analysis but] have least effect upon the accuracy of the 
results . . . if it take place near the end of the engagement. I t  would seem therefore that 
the force inferior in gunfire should use the ram or torpedo as early as possible.” While 
he does not develop torpedoes further and reference to ramming bemuses us today, it 
is probably fair to credit him with an appreciation that a torpedo salvo had to be modeled 
separately as a pulse of destructiveness with a time delay to account for running time 
to the targets. 

Chase foreshadows the Englishman F. W. Lanchester, and the Russian M. Osipov [3 I ]  
who rediscover (!) in 1915 the aggregate, greater-than-linear advantage of numerical 
concentration when square-law conditions obtain. Chase’s equations are more powerful 
than Lanchester’s in that not only force size and fighting power variations can be explored 
but also staying power. 

APPENDIX D: CONTRASTS WITH OTHER FORCE-ON-FORCE MODELS 

Ground Combat Modeling 

The U.S. Army has been more assiduous than the U.S. Navy in attempting to validate 
its models of combat with historical battle data. There is a broad consensus among 
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analysts that the Lanchester square-law form does not validate well against data, either 
from exercises or historical battles. This need not deter the use of continuous fire or 
salvo fire models for the study of naval combat. The square law conditions rarely hold 
for ground combat, but usually d o  for naval combat. In ground combat the defender 
secures a unit firepower advantage by exploiting terrain and employing prepared posi- 
tions. Unless the defender advantage is taken into account in model validation, a square- 
law model of ground combat will not conform with historical battle data. The problem 
vanishes at sea because there is no corresponding advantage of terrain or fortification. 
Second, the Lanchester model, which measures casualties produced by fire, inherently 
presumes that the only significant achievement of fire is casualties, and so victory must 
be expressed in casualties. But one of the most important effects of firepower in ground 
combat is suppression of enemy fire and movement, and a commonly observed cause of 
mission success is the domination or control of the enemy without severe attrition. There 
is no counterpart in naval combat. At sea, battles are won by putting enemy warships 
out of action and victory is measured by warships sunk. The first mathematical models 
of combat were developed by naval officers for the analysis of attrition by gunfire because 
the conditions in the model fit the conditions of a naval battle. This is still the casc today. 

Other Approaches Using Simple Mathematics of Combat 

Two best-known analytic approaches to exploratory. or descriptive, force-on-force 
analysis are Lanchester equations and stochastic duels, both of which are well developed 
and have extensive literature. See, for example, J .  G. Taylor [34] for the former and 
Thomas [36], or Ancker [38] for the latter. Neither approach is suitable for modern naval 
combat because neither captures the essential elements of modern naval salvo warfare. 

A third, less well known, approach is by T. C. Taylor. His unpublished article [35] is 
interesting, very much to the subject, and insightful in many respects. T. C. Taylor treats 
offensive and defensive combat power as a fraction of enemy capability. He defines: 

E,,,$ a s  the fraction of side A’s tactical potential destroyed by B’s salvo in the absence of delenaive 
measures hy A .  

E,, ,  :is the fraction of Eoll eliminated by A‘s defense. so that the fraction of A‘s coinhat power 
remaining after B’s s;ilvo is 

FLIN is delincd svmmctricallv for A’s salvo effectiveness against B 

The Taylor formulation can be manipulated with some interesting analytical results. 
but the use of fractions sometimes conceals important effects and is not trustworthy for 
the objectives of this study. 
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